PRESS RELEASE AS OF 2015-06-01
New Branch Office at the Nation’s Capital City in Berlin
As of the 1st of June, esz AG calibration & metrology are to open a new branch office
in Berlin, Germany. The latter development follows esz AG’s increased sales activities
in the area. Since October 2014 Philipp Brumm represents esz AG in Germany’s
capital city. The office is located at “Innovationspark Wulheide” and will help esz AG
to address the increasing demand for local calibration and repair service in Northern
and Eastern Germany.

Furthermore, esz AG form an alliance with local calibration laboratory KLH Kalibrierdienst Linow & Hofmann GbR as part of esz AG’s “Calibration Network Partner”
program. KLH, Berlin’s longest standing calibration laboratory is located on campus
and will turn into an extended esz working bench. Areas of expertise include general
electrical, AC/DC, RF and pressure calibration. KLH are a long-term accredited calibration laboratory (since 1991) and will utilize esz AG’s calibration software “Calibration Expert”.

Bodo Seewald, Head of Sales and Marketing and Member of the Managing Board of
Directors at esz AG elaborates: ”In forming an alliance you will have to choose your
partners carefully. With respect to esz AG’s high standards in terms of quality and
customer orientation, KLH in particular demonstrated their ability to be an ideal
match.”
Local customers are to benefit from KLH’s and esz AG’s joint activities. Whilst esz
customers are to expect an increased performance in terms of reduced turning-times,
KLH customers benefit from a widened scope of service - a clear plus for everyone.
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esz AG calibration & metrology are one of the leading metrology laboratories in Europe. Core competencies include calibration, repair, asset management and logistical service in the
field of industrial measurement technology.
Customized solutions, a great performance portfolio as well as
cost transparency highlight esz AG calibration & metrology.
World leading and global operating companies count on the reliability of this metrology laboratory with head-quarters in
Eichenau nearby Munich, Germany for over 35 years.

